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SAFETY AND WARNINGS BEFORE YOU BEGIN
WARNING: WHEN INSTALLING THIS GAME, A GROUNDED A.C. RECEPTACLE MUST BE USED. FAILURE TO DO SO COULD
RESULT IN INJURY TO YOURSELF OR OTHERS. FAILURE TO USE A GROUNDED RECEPTACLE COULD ALSO CAUSE
IMPROPER GAME OPERATION, OR DAMAGE TO THE ELECTRONICS.

NOTE: THIS GAME IS INTENDED FOR INDOOR USE ONLY.
DO NOT DEFEAT OR REMOVE THE GROUNDING PRONG ON THE POWER CORD FOR THE SAME REASON AS GIVEN
ABOVE. USING AN IMPROPERLY GROUNDED GAME COULD VOID YOUR WARRANTY.
HAVE A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN CHECK YOUR A.C. RECEPTACLE TO BE SURE THE GROUND IS FUNCTIONING PROPERLY.
THIS GAME IS DESIGNED TO DISSIPATE STATIC ELECTRICITY THROUGH THE GROUNDING PLANE OF THE GAME. IF THE
A.C. GROUND DOES NOT WORK, THE GAME COULD DISCHARGE STATIC ELECTRICITY THROUGH THE GAME CIRCUITRY,
WHICH COULD CAUSE DAMAGE.
THE POWER SUPPLY IS NOT VOLTAGE ADJUSTABLE. TO OPERATE THE GAME AT VOLTAGES OTHER THAN THOSE IT WAS
DESIGNED FOR. PLEASE CONTACT OUR SERVICE DEPARTMENT FOR VOLTAGE CONVERSION INFORMATION.

WARNING
DO NOT remove any of the components on the main board (e.g. compact flash and EPROMS) while the game
is powered on. This may cause permanent damage to the parts and the main board. Removing any main
board component part while powered on will void the warranty.
ALWAYS REMOVE POWER TO THE GAME, BEFORE ATTEMPTING ANY SERVICE,

UNLESS NEEDED FOR SPECIFIC TESTING. FAILURE TO OBSERVE THIS PRECAUTION
COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY TO YOURSELF OR OTHERS.
THIS GAME IS NOT SUITABLE FOR INSTALLATION IN AN AREA WHERE A WATER JET COULD BE USED.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning
use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not
play with the appliance.
The game’s foot print is 120” x 30” x 84”.

AC Power Information
The games main fuse is accessed through the back of the game at the power
mod. Above the power cord is a small panel that contains the main fuse. The
value of the fuse for 120 volt users is 6 AMPS at 250Volt type slow blow. The
value of the fuse for 230 users is 3 AMPS at 250Volt type slow blow.

Components Included with your Game and Needed for Assembly

Step 1:
Remove both the back panel at the top and bottom of the back section of the cabinet.
Note: Wood panel version is shown.

AA6281 + AA6212 = Wood
PC60622 + AA6212 = ABS Plastic

Unlock the lower panel

Step 2: Parts A + B + C + D read all before proceeding!
(A) With the cabinet still separated, on the driver’s side of the cabinet and at the floor are two harnesses. Attach both the AC and front harness extensions together.

** WARNING **
(B) Pay attention to the conveyor and playfield assemblies when sliding the two cabinets together.
Be careful not to break the splash guard at the back of the cabinet.. You can remove the splash
guard temporary but remember to reattach it when the cabinet halves are locked together.

** WARNING **
(C) The cabinets must be equally leveled before sliding together!!
(D) The playfield cannot touch the conveyor belt when cabinets are flush. There must be a gap of 1/8
to 1/4 inch between the belt and playfield assembly. Serious damage to the belt will occur if touching.
To adjust the gap, loosen the two Hex bolts shown below , pull the playfield assembly slightly back until the desired gap is made. Tighten the Hex bolts.

Handles

Loosen

Serious damage to the belt will occur
if a 1/8” to 1/4” is not present!!

Loosen

Step 3:
Latch the two cabinets together using the provided latch tool..

Step 4:
Fasten the side windows to the back cabinet with three PC60622 and three AA6212 on each side.
The right side is shown below.

PC60622 + AA6212

Step 5:
Attach the driver side panel to the cabinet using three AA6906 and three AA6212.

AA6906 + AA6212

Step 6:
Insert the RGB cable. Attach the driver side running board to the cabinet using four AA6906 and
four AA6212.
Connect the RGB cable located at the bottom right side.

Step 7:
Align the hub in the center and attach the right wheel hub to the cabinet using one AA6907,
AA6391, and AA6410 and tighten. The hardware will already be in the wheel hub, not in the parts
box or bag.

AA6391
AA6410

AA6907

Step 8:
Then using eight AA6166 wood screws secure the assembly to the hub using provided pilot holes.

AA6166

Step 9:
Attach the tire to the wheel hub using three AA6627, AA6410, and AA6391.

AA6391

AA6627

AA6410

Step 10:
Snap the tire hub cap onto the tire assembly.

Step 11:
Attach the passenger side panel to the cabinet using three AA6906 and three AA6212.

AA6906 + AA6212

Step 12:
Attach the passenger side running panel to the cabinet using four AA6906 and four AA6212.

AA6906 + AA6212

Step 13:
Connect the RGB LED harness.

Step 14:
Secure the bottom of the passenger fender to the cabinet from the side of the cabinet with two
PC60622 and two AA6212.

PC60622 + AA6212

PC60622 + AA6212

Step 15:
Secure the top of the passenger fender to the cabinet first by inserting two AA6281 bolts and two
AA6212 washers from inside the cabinet (shown as A). Then from under the fender use a AA6212
washer and PC60614 KEP nut. This step will require two people.

A

B

Step 16:
Attach the passenger side door to the cabinet by using two PC60622 and AA6212 at the inside bottom of the door.

PC60622 and AA6212

Step 17:
Remove the passenger side door window.

Step 18:
From inside the upper section of the door use three PC60622 and AA6212 to secure the top of the
door to the cabinet.

PC60622 and AA6212

Step 19:
Attach the back cover for the door using three AA6925 Phillip screws.

AA6925

Step 20:
Attach the marquee to the top of the cabinet by using four AA6220 and AA6212.

AA6220 and AA6212

Step 21:
Connect the marquee harness.

Step 22:
Install the harness cover bracket using 655 self taping screws.

655

Step 23:
Connect AC power cord and turn the game on.

Congratulations, your game is now fully assembled. If you experience any problems
while assembling your game or are in need of technical assistance, please contact
our service department at (716) 759-0360 Monday through Friday 8:30am to 6:00pm
Eastern time.
For program options, maintenance, and technical details please visit our website at
http://www.icegame.com/t-product-videos.aspx
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO SERVICE THIS GAME WITHOUT FIRST GOING ONLINE OR CALLING
ICE TECHNICAL SUPPORT. FAILURE TO DO SO CAN RESULT IN SERIOUS DAMAGE TO
YOUR GAME.
DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT ANY HARNESSES WHILE THE POWER IS APPLIED.
DAMAGE COULD OCCUR TO THE CPU MAIN BOARD.
WHEN ADJUST THE GAP IN STEP 2 DO NOT FULLY REMOVE THE PLAYFIELD FROM THE
CABINET WITHOUT FIRST REVIEWING THE ONLINE SUPPORT DOCUMENT FOR PLAYFIELD
REPAIR. LAYING THE PLAYFIELD ON A FLAT SERVICE WILL DAMAGE THE SLIP RING.

Programming Options for Tail Gate Toss Software Revision 1.01
Option

Default

Min

Max

Inc

0

Game Volume

6

0

7

1

Game Volume

1

Music Volume

5

0

7

1

Music Volume

2

Coin 1

1

0

9

1

Cost of Game

3

Discount

0

0

9

1

# of Games til Disc

4

Games Per Credit

1

1

9

1

# of Games Added per Credit

5

Game Time

22

15

30

1

Game in Seconds

6

Attract Time

2

0

30

1

Attract time in minutes

7

Attract Audio Time

1

0

100

1

30 second increments

8

Ticket Divider

500

0

10000

50

Ticket Divider (Points/Divider)

9

JFP

10

0

20

2

Just for Playing Tickets

10

Games 2 Dec

1

0

30

1

Losses for Target Score Drop

11

Bonus Score Base

51000

500

99500

500

Target Base Score

12

Ticket Bonus

500

0

990

10

Bonus Tickets- 0 = Free Game

13

Ticket Cap

0

0

50

1

Max Tickets Given per game, 0 = off

14

Ticket Multiplier

2

0

2

1

0-JFF/Free, 1-Normal, 2-1/2 physical

Notes:
Attract audio time counts in 30 second increments. So 1 = 30 seconds, 2 = 60 seconds, 3 = 90 seconds, etc. 0 = off.
Ticket Bonus = 0 is a free Game award and Blanks Display, Ticket Multiplier = 0 and Ticket Bonus = 0 Just for Fun Playing or Ticket
Multiplier = 0 and Ticket Bonus > 0 Wins 1 Ticket for Bonus.

ERROR CODES
Upon power up some items do a self test. The following error codes can be displayed
Error 1

Compact Flash Error

Error 2

Wheel Blue Sensor Error on

Error 3

Wheel Green Sensor Error on

Error 4

Wheel Red Sensor Error on

Error 5

Wheel Blue Sensor Error off

Error 6

Wheel Green Sensor Error off

Error 7

Wheel Red Sensor Error off

Error 8

No Wheel Communication

Error 9

No Front Communication

Error 10

Over Back Sensor Error

Resolving Errors 8 and 9:
Errors 8 and 9 are generated when there is a lost of communication between either the Rotate I/O board
(TL2035X) and Font I/O (TL2037X). Both I/O boards communicate to the main board by means of RS232 interface. This is accomplished by a ST3232 RS-232 Driver/Receiver IC on all boards (TL2034X, TL2035x, and
TL2037X). On the main board (TL2034X) J17 connects through a TL2009 slip ring and then to J9 of the Rotate
I/O board (TL2035X). J16 on the main board connects to J3 of the Front I/O board (TL2037X). Error 8 is
caused by the Rotate I/O board and Error 9 is caused by the Front I/O.
NEVER UNPLUG/PLUG J16 OR J17 WITH POWER ON DAMAGE WILL OCCUR TO THE MAIN, ROTATE I/O, OR FRONT I/O BOARDS.

Step by Step to resolve ERROR 8:
Step 1: Swap Connector J17 with J16 on the main board. Cycle power of the game.

Did the error change to error 9?
If yes, replace Rotate I/O board (TL2035X).
If no, continue.
Step 2: Swap connectors back but leave J17 unplugged at the main board.
Unplug the 5 pin harness under the playfield assembly at the back of the game.
First examine the pins both at both boards and at the slip ring.
Found bad pins?
If yes, repair/replace, reconnect all connectors and reboot game.
If no, continue.
Step 3: Use a voltage meter set to Ohms and measure the resistance on each wire in the harness.
All read 1 ohms or less?
If yes, continue.
If no, replace harness or repair the broken wire. Reboot game.
Step 4: First examine the pins both at both boards and at the slip ring.
Found bad pins?
If yes, repair/replace, reconnect all connectors and retest game.
If no, continue.
Step 5: Leave the harness unplugged and unplug J9 from the Rotate I/O board (TL2035X).
Measure the resistance of the wires going through the slip ring. Each wire has an equal out.
All read 1 ohms or less?
If yes, replace main board.
If no, repair or replace harness. Reboot game.

Step by Step to resolve ERROR 9:
Step 1: Swap Connector J17 with J16 on the main board. Cycle power of the game.
Did the error change to error 8?
If yes, replace Front I/O board (TL2037X).
If no, continue.
Step 2: Swap connectors back but leave J16 unplugged at the main board.
Unplug J3 on the Front I/O board.
First examine the pins on both end of the harness connectors.

Found bad pins?
If yes, repair/replace, reconnect all connectors and reboot game.
If no, continue.
Step 3: Use a voltage meter set to Ohms and measure the resistance on each wire in the harness.
All read 1 ohms or less?
If yes, replace the main board (TL2034X).
If no, replace the harness or repair the broken wire. Reboot game.

Playfield Movement (No error code will be generated at startup):
The Playfield motor is turned on through a relay and its direction of rotation is also controlled by the same
relay. The motor is turned on by sending a ground signal from main board at J15, pin 2 to the relay J1
connector, at pin 2. Also on J1 at pin 1 is +15 volts of DC power that is used to power the coil of the relay and
provide the out power for the playfield motor. The direction of rotation is controlled by the polarity of the
voltage. This is controlled by connector J22, pin 2 of the main board. When this signal goes low the relay will
energize and change state. The normally open and normally closed switches will flip, reversing polarity.

On the Main board (TL2034X) Q6 (Tip122) controls direction and
Q23 (IRL540)controls motor enable. See section “How to test
Tip122 and IRL 540 transistors in and out of circuit”
From Power supply +15 VDC from BC2011 -> Pink
From TL2034X J22, pin 2 (enable) -> Yellow/brown
From TL2034X J15, pin 2 (direction)-> Violet/gray

1
2
3

J1

J2
ZS2035X

1
2

Orange <- Motor out 2 +/Black <- Motor out 1 +/-

Step by Step to resolve Playfield Movement Issues:

No Movement:
Step 1: Use a voltage meter and measure between pin 1 of J1 on the relay board and ground on the
either power supply. Is +15 VDC present at pin 1?
Yes, continue.
No, check the +15 VDC power supply for proper function, replace if necessary.
Step 2: Use a jumper wire and briefly connect pin 2 of J1 on the relay board to any ground on the
power supply. Did the playfield spin a direction?
Yes, check the wire from Pin 2 of J1 to J15, pin 2 on the main board using the Ohm
setting of your voltage meter. If reading less than a ohm, replace the main board
(TL2034X). If open or high resistance, check the pins and repair if necessary. Other
wise replace the harness.
No, check for 15 volts of DC on J2 of the relay board (the polarity doesn’t matter).
If missing replace relay board (ZS2035X).
If present, measure harness to motor, check motor connection. Replace/repair
as necessary. If voltage is present at motor and motor still doesn’t rotate, re
place motor.

Note: direction change occurs at 7, 14, and 21 seconds of the game as long as game time is at 22. Altering
game time will also change how many times the game will change direction.

No Reverse Direction:
Step 1: Using a voltage meter measure the voltage present at pin 3 of J1 on the relay board. Use the
power supply ground for your DC ground. Leave the probes on to monitor the voltage at pin 3
during a game. Voltage should be present while the playfield rotates in one direction and
drop to 0v the other direction. This will occur depending on how many times the game
changes direction. Voltage present one way and not the other?
Yes, but the playfield rotated in only one direction, replace ZS2035X relay board.
No, check wiring from J1, pin3 to J15, pin 2 of the main board. Measure the ohms.
If 1 Ohm or less and pins of the connectors are good, replace TL2034X main.
If open or more than a ohm, repair wiring or replace harness. Retest.

Resolving conveyor problems
The conveyor motor is powered with 110/230 volts of AC power. AC is provided to the motor when the solid state relay activates.
The relay controls the “hot” line of AC to the motor while neutral is connected directly to the motor. The relay is turned on by the
main board (TL2034X) by Q5 (Tip 122).
** DANGER ** High voltage is present on the relay and the follow steps should only be preformed by a qualified technician.
Step 1: Check AC voltage to relay. Use a voltage meter set to AC and measure Pin 1 (brown wire) of the solid state relay
and any neutral wire from the power module (blue wire). If you get 0v, move your probe off pin 1 and move it to
pin 2. Do you have 110/230 volts present?
Yes, continue.
No, Check all AC connections from power module including pins in the connector. Repair/replace as
necessary. AC is also connected to the 15/12 volt supplies, check AC (game would have other issues!).

Step 2: Check DC voltage to relay. Use a voltage meter set to DC and measure pin 3 (orange wire) with your red probe
and put the black probe on any ground from the power supply. Is +12 volts DC present?
Yes, continue.
No, move the red probe to J4, pin 1 of the main board (TL2034X). Is +12 VDC present?
Yes, fix trace connecting J14 pin 1 to J4 pin 1 (or run a +12 wire to relay).
Step 3: Use a jumper wire and connect one end to any DC ground from the power supply. Touch the other end to Pin 4
(violet/orange wire). Did the conveyor come on?
Yes, move the wire to the metal tab of Q5 (careful, a small spark will occur).
If the conveyor came on there is an issue with the CPU board turning Q5 on. Replace TL2034X board.

If the conveyor comes on with relay grounded but not when Q5’s tab is shorted to ground, check Q5 (see
section “How to test Tip122 and IRL 540 transistors in and out of circuit” on how). Replace if necessary.
Retest.
No (conveyor never came on), measure AC again. With the ground wire connected to pin 4 of the
relay, put one probe on AC neutral and measure pin 1 then pin 2 on the relay. You should read 110 on
both.
If not, replace relay and retest.
If present, check wire harness to motor and motor harness pins. Repair/replace as necessary.
If all tests fine, replace playfield motor (VERY RARE FAILURE).

On the Main board (TL2034X) Q5
(Tip122) enables the relay that
turns on the conveyor. See section
“How to test Tip122 and IRL 540
transistors in and out of circuit”

Resolving errors 2 through 7.
There are three score holes which are colored red, green, and blue. In each of these holes are two sensors that detect when a
bean bag has fallen into the hole. These sensors are enabled by two enable lines. When the game is powered on it will enable
only one enable line for the score sensors. This activates sensors 1, 3, and 5. Each of these sensors are in a different win hole. The
game tests the function of the sensor and generates an error code if bad. Then the game enables the second enable line and turns
of the first. This activates sensors 2, 4, and 6. Again, the game tests the function of the sensors and generates an error code if
bad. If all tests are good, the game goes into attract mode.
Before you work on resolving the next few errors, it might become necessary to follow the steps in “Accessing Playfield Sensors
and the Rotate I/O board” first before trying some of these steps.
Resolving Error 2 or error 5.
This error occurs when one of the two sensors in the blue win hole fails power on test. A small LED diode located on each sensor
board indicates the status of sensor. If it is off and nothing is blocking the hole, then either the transmitter is not being seen or the
sensor has no power. If the LED is always on, then the receiver circuit is at fault. You can see the LED though the top of the playfield.
Resolving Error 3 or error 6.
This error occurs when one of the two sensors in the green win hole fails power on test. A small LED diode located on each sensor
board indicates the status of sensor. If it is off and nothing is blocking the hole, then either the transmitter is not being seen or the
sensor has no power. If the LED is always on, then the receiver circuit is at fault. You can see the LED though the top of the playfield.
Resolving Error 4 or error 7.
This error occurs when one of the two sensors in the red win hole fails power on test. A small LED diode located on each sensor
board indicates the status of sensor. If it is off and nothing is blocking the hole, then either the transmitter is not being seen or the
sensor has no power. If the LED is always on, then the receiver circuit is at fault. You can see the LED though the top of the playfield.
+12 VDC

+12 VDC
R2 1KΩ ¼W

+12 VDC

D2 LED
RN1
RN1
RN1
RN1

2

1 47kΩ

4
6
8

3 47kΩ
5 47kΩ
7 47kΩ

6
5

7
-

2

3
R1
240Ω ¼W
+12 VDC
Q1 OP598A
D1
OP291A

8
U1
4

C1 .1ꙡF 50V
monolithic

U1
LM393b

1
-

+12 VDC

U1
LM393a

1
2
3
4

Enable 1
Power
Sense
Ground

Resolving error 10.
Located at the back of the game is the miss sensor. This sensor is slightly different than the score hole sensors but function the
same. When this sensor fails it will generate error 10.when the game is powered on. A small LED diode located on the sensor
board indicates the status of sensor. If it is off and nothing is blocking the hole, then either the transmitter is not being seen or the
sensor has no power. If the LED is always on, then the receiver circuit is at fault. You can see the LED though the top of the playfield. See “Resolving errors 2 through 7” for schematics.

On the Main board (TL2034X) Q4
(Tip122) enables the sensor. See
section “How to test Tip122 and IRL
540 transistors in and out of circuit”

Resolving error 1.
No Compact flash card detected. This can be caused by either a corrupted compact flash card, failed compact flash card, or hardware failure on the CPU board. If another machine is available, swap the two compact flash cards then the CPU boards to see if
the problem follows. If the problem follows, then the problem is the card. If you have only one game, try these steps:
Step 1: Reseat Compact Flash card — With the power off, pull out the compact flash card and then push it back in. Turn power back on.
Step 2: Look at D1 on the CPU board, is the LED light on constant or is it
blinking? If it is blinking, then it is reading the compact flash card. If the light
is constant, it cannot read the compact flash card. Replace the CF card.
Step 3: Look at D3 and D2, are they on? If not, D3 is the +5 voltage which is
used by the compact flash. D2 is the 3.3 voltage used by the IC’s of the CPU
board. Replace the CPU board if no power indicators are not on.
Step 4: In rare cases, the CPU board can have D2 and D3 on but still be bad.

D1
D2

D3

How to test Tip122 and IRL 540 transistors in and out of circuit.
For the most part, when these components fail, they will short. Although it is best to remove the component
in question to do these tests it can be done in circuit and without removing them. Use a multi-meter set it to
diode test/check.
(Voltages will vary depending on meter)

(Shorted)
If the component tests shorted in circuit remove from board to confirm if truly shorted.

0.0L

0.0L

Step 2

Step 1

0.536

Step 3

0.662

Step 4

(Voltages will vary depending on meter)

(Shorted)
If the component tests shorted in circuit remove from board to confirm if truly shorted.

0.0L

Step 1
BOTH

Step 3

Step 2

0.000

Step 5

0.0L

0.532

Step 4

0.0L

0.0L

Step 6

0.000

Step 7

0.532

Step 8

How to test Tip122 and IRL 540 transistors in and out of circuit.
This test is quick and simply. Using a multi-meter set to diode check, insert the black probe to J21, pin 6.
Using the red probe, touch each transistor’s (either a Tip 122 or IRL540) metal tab. The meter should show
open. If you flip the two probes around and have the red probe on ground and touch each metal tab you will
have .5 to .6 volts. If any of them show shorted (most meters will buzz too) then that transistor is bad.
0.0L
TL2034X Main Board
CPU BOARD REMOVED

Accessing Playfield Sensors and the Rotate I/O board.
Remove the Upper Back Door
There are 6 Allen bolts and washers holding
the upper back door assembly together.
Remove the hardware and put the back
door aside.

Release the Playfield Drawer
There are 2 Allen bolts and washers holding the playfield to the cabinet. Remove the hardware.

Unplug the LED harnesses
Disconnect the LED harnesses on each side.

Remove Screws
and remove panel.

Remove Back Panel
Remove the three bottom screws .

Remove the four side screws .

Remove the two screws on each side of the side walls. The back piece is shown transparent
for clarity.

Sensor Access
Remove the back cover, disconnect the harness and put aside. You now have full access to all
sensors. The large gear can be rotated by hand to access all sensors.

TL3030X Assembly

TL3035X Assembly

TL3036X Assembly

TL3037X Assembly

TL3081X Assembly

TL3090X Assembly

WARRANTY POLICY
I.C.E. Inc warrants all components in new machines to be free of defects in materials and workmanship for
the period listed below:
■ 180 days on Main PCB’s, Computers & Motors
■ 1 year on all LCD monitor panels
■ 90 days on all other electronic and mechanical components
■ 30 days on all I.C.E. repairs and parts purchases
I.C.E. Inc shall not be obligated to furnish a warranty request under the following conditions:

■ Equipment or parts have failed through normal wear and tear
■ Equipment has been subjected to unwarranted stress, abuse or neglect
■ Equipment has been damaged as a result of arbitrary repair/modification
Products will only be covered under warranty by obtaining an I.C.E. authorized RMA #. To obtain an RMA #
please provide I.C.E. tech support with the game serial # or original I.C.E. invoice # and a detailed description
of the failure or fault symptoms.
I.C.E. Inc will assume no liability whatsoever for costs associated with labor or travel time to replace defective
parts. All defective warranty covered components will be replaced with new or factory refurbished components equal to OEM specifications.
I.C.E. Inc will cover domestic UPS ground, or comparable shipping costs during the warranty period. International or expedited shipments are available for an additional charge. To obtain credit defective parts must be
returned to I.C.E. Inc, at the customer’s expense, within 30 days. After 30 days a 15% re-stocking fee will
apply to all returns.

ICE distributors are independent, privately owned and operated. In their judgment, they may sell parts and/or
accessories other than those manufactured by I.C.E. Inc. We cannot be responsible for the quality, suitability
or safety of any non-I.C.E. part or modification (including labor) that is performed by such a distributor.

Innovative Concepts in Entertainment
10123 Main St.
Clarence, NY 14031
Phone #: (716) - 759 – 0360
Fax #: (716) – 759 – 0884
www.icegame.com

